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About This Game

WHAT IS THE GAME ABOUT?

Sense of The Devil is first person horror shooter that confronts players with humanity greatest fears living deep in the forest.

THE SETTING

The story is set in medieval times, meaning only some basic weapons are available and majority of the earth is still uncharted.

THE PLOT

The story starts when a fellow hunter ask you for help. His only daughter is missing. It seems that she wandered to the forgotten
forest and did not come back. As the place is cursed nobody believes that his daughter is still alive, no one has ever come back
from this place. Your friend however refuses to give up hope and you are his only chance to find his child. Locals are afraid to

talk much about the forest, they only whisper with fear in their eyes: "Baba Yaga".

FEATURES

Variety of creatures to shoot and dice, ranging from small, thorough medium up to tough as hell Demons and derivatives.

Multiple bosses to defeat with huge arsenal of weapons.
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Intense atmosphere, various locations to explore and a mysterious creature to hunt.

Sense of The Devil will take you on a journey that you will never forget and you will always look behind your back just to make
sure your are alone.
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Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Racing Bros
Publisher:
ANPA.US
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2017
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common sense the devil wears prada. sense of the devil. the house of the devil common sense media. you make sense of the
devil king arthur. army of two the devil's cartel common sense. what does you make sense of the devil mean. sense devil table
tennis. sense sense devil fruit. you'll make sense of the devil. you make sense of the devil. make sense of the devil meaning.
sense of the devil gameplay. make sense of the devil. lucy the daughter of the devil common sense. sense of pleasure's travel
devil

Go ahead. Buy this game in order to satisfy your achievement fetish.. Another misleading game, the description got nothing to
do with the real game, and the only thing that sell is the easy chievos completation, and on that regard, the dev naild it, be it crap
or not, the truth is he really sell his games, so i have to give him thumb up for the effort.. Just another unfinished game with
little to no replay value.

pros:
tutorial
easy achievements (for those in need)

cons:
very simple level design and an unreliable map,
enemies spawn usually right behind you or anywhere you wouldn't suspect them
very dark nights and annoying sounds,
missing collision data for the environment (trees)

. Let's not get it twisted: this game isn't a AAA game; this game is for having a fun time killing demons and giant spiders.

I've played a few games by this developer. They remake the same game with different enemy and weapon designs. This isn't a
bad thing in my book. I buy the games on sale and play the heck out of them while watch trashy reality tv on my other monitor
screen.

It's a fun time and a great way to just relax and not overthink what you're doing.

I'm a simple person: I see demons and I shoot them. It's not hard and it's a great way to spend the bit of free time that I'm able to
spend playing video games.

I'll keep buying these games and playing them.. Just the worst, I hate it I really do. I would write a long description of why the
game sucks but the game is so boring it took all the energy out of me.. Game is playable, unlike a lot of garbage, but is boring.
Nothing like trailer.
Feels like GameGuru (almost), but was made on Unity...

Supposed to feature Multiplayer, but I doubt anyone will get a match, unless have an appointment with a friend.. This is not a
game, it is a student project that accidentally made it to steam. One word - Atrocious.. I knew I should of bought a Kit Kat
candy bar instead of this game, At least I would of enjoyed it..
Save your money and buy candy bar or a nice cold soda.. bad game, sucks so much i could have been your mom last night
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Sense of The Devil more like wish I had the sense not to of bought this pile of dog♥♥♥♥♥♥of a game it throws the thousand
achivements wich is kinda what I expected given the price but honestly it only held about 11 mins worth of playability for me
wich is just absoluteley pathetic I expected a bit more going into the game... so yeah don't buy this pile of crap.. I actually
enjoyed the game. Sure there's only spiders and two legged demons only in the game but a fun first person shotting game.. i dont
need to explain 666???. Achievement simulator.
. Achievement Spam. Kill things,repeat. Just the worst, I hate it I really do. I would write a long description of why the game
sucks but the game is so boring it took all the energy out of me.. Ok this one is a little worse. I got this in the 4 dollar bundle too,
but you basically get an achievement for your first ten kills then the other 50 of wave one is where the fun stops. I don't totally
hate it, but it needs a story line at least. that would also drive the price up as well as make it more interesting. Just an idea.
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